















• The Finite Element Method is a Numerical tool to solve 
differential equations (approximately) through 
discretization.
• Steps of FEM
(1) Discretisation of the continuum into elements.
(2) Element formulation using approximate  solution for the  differential 
equation.
(3) Element assembly.




• Converge to more accurate results by using more 
elements (i.e. through finer discretization).
3Element formulation
Using approximate functions and variational principles for 
equilibrium, we establish
kij=Force required at d.o.f. i for unit displacement for d.o.f. j,   
with all other d.o.f. locked.
Assembly of elements:
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satisfiedconditionsBoundary
KF GGG δ=Solve for displacements:
Estimate element Strains/Stresses from nodal displacements
4A machine system discretized into many finite elements





















The Greeks had conceived the idea of realization through
discretization(!) . How pi was discovered. 
b D
7Lecture 1















Finite Element Analysis using 
simple Elements
Chapters
1. Analysis of a system of assembly of springs.
2. Simple bar element.
3. Simple Classical Euler beam element.
4. Transformation of co-ordinates
9Lecture 1
Chapter 1
Analysis of a system of assembly of 
springs.
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Convention: Right hand direction is positive for forces/displacements.
(1.1)
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Note:  For every degree of freedom, you know either the displacement, or the 
force.    For every kinematic (displacement)  boundary condition, there is an 
associated unknown force (reaction).
Assembly by adding corresponding parameters of same degree of freedom
u4=0
4
(1.3)}]{[}{}{ GGGG uKRF =+

































































































































































































































































































Boundary ReactionsSolving for displacements






































































































Solve for joint displacements and fixed support reactions for the spring 
assembly under the given loading.  Given  data: 
k1=1200 kN/m,  k2=1800 kN/m,  k3=1500 kN/m
































Use equation (1.4) and solve:
u2=0.0104 m,   u3= 0.0117 m










Support Reactions: R1= -12.43 kN (    ) ,  R4= -17.57 kN (    )
Note: Applied forces and displacements are rightwards (positive).    Support 














Solve for joint displacements and support reactions for the spring assembly if 
the left end is fixed and the right end is pulled out by u4=0.05 m. No other 
forces are applied.   
































uUse equation (1.4) and solve:
u2=0.0203 m,   u3= 0.0338 m










Support Reactions: R1= -24.32 kN (    ) ,  R4=24.32 kN (    )
Note: One should apply a force of 24.32 kN rightward at the right end to 
























































































































E=Elastic Modulus      Ae=Constant section area 










































































































Equivalent spring stiffnesses k1=EA1/L1 k2=EA2/L2 k3=EA3/L3
u4=0
4
(2.6)}]{[}{}{ GGGG uKRF =+
4R1 2


















k1=EA1/L1= 12000 kN/m ,    k2=EA2/L2=18000 kN/m k3=EA3/L3 =15000 kN/m
4
4R1 2




Solve for joint displacements and fixed support reactions for the bar 
assembly under the given loading.      F2=1 kN,   F3= 2 kN. 
Young’s Modulus E=200 GPa, 
A1=6(10-6)m2,   A2=9(10-6)m2,   A3=7.5(10-6)m2,    L1=L2=L3= 0.1m.
Solution as in Example 1 (for springs)
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2.5 Analysis of a bar under u.d.l. q using FEM
THE STRAIN VARIATION DIAGRAM
L











The best fit strain vector is the orthogonal projection of 
the analytical strain vector, onto a given subspace.
fitBest −=ε
εε =h




apostiori analysis of FEA results shows that 
FEA strain matches the best-fit strain at the element level.
Thus 222 hh εεεε −=−
i.e. The Energy of the Error= Error of the Energies
2.6  FEA as best fit ?
We need a paradigm to show -
How FEA turns out as the best fit to the analytical solution.
(2.9)
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The Bilinear Symmetric Form and the inner product
• Element Strain Vector by FEA:
• Analytical element strain vector :          
• Bilinear form and Inner product definition :
Here [D] is the element rigidity matrix 
{ } [ ]{ }eh B δε =
{ }ε
{ } [ ]{ } >=<=  εεεε ,),( hTh
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eh dxDuua
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Simple Classical Euler beam 
element
28
Galileo was the first person to 
perform experiments on a
cantilever beam
Euler derived the equation for
the thin beam
29
3.1 Classical formulation of a the Euler beam under 









































NA passes through section centroid:







































3.2 Basic formulation, properties and use of 





















































































































• The stiffness matrix is symmetric.   kij=kji
• C1= - C3  and  R1= - R3
• C1=(C2+C4)/Le
• R1=(R2+R4)/Le



















3.3 Equivalent nodal loads for the Euler beam element 
under distributed loading 
How do we take care of distributed loading over the element?
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hGoverning differential equation 
for nodal (point) loads in FEA :










































































Displacement (cubic polynomial of C1 continuity): 
Shape functions:
Bending curvature (strain):
{ }eh B δε ][= (3.8)
50
Linear Best-fit to y isGiven Quadratic Curve is
223
4*23
4 Py +=+= ξ
























3.5  An indication of the best-fit rule in FEA …
CANTILEVER BEAM ANALYSIS USING A SINGLE EULER BEAM 
ELEMENT OF LENGTH L
Uniformly  distributed loading is q per unit length.   




CANTILEVER BEAM ANALYSIS USING TWO EULER BEAM ELEMENTS 
Uniformly  distributed loading is q per unit length.

























4.1  What is meant by transformation of co-ordinates ?
Consider a vector A in the plane, being
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[ ] }{}{ * ATA = (4.1)














1][][ −= TT T (4.2)The transformation matrix is orthogonal 
55
4.2  Transformation of element matrices
It is often required to transform the equilibrium equations of 
an element from its own local co-ordinates to a global co-ordinate














































Pre-multiply both sides by [Te]T






















}]]{[}{ GeGeGe KF δ=
{ }LeLeLe KF δ][}{ = in local co-ordinates
(4.3)in global co-ordinates
1][][ −= eTe TT
56
4.3  Transformation of the bar (truss) element 
(in the plane) 
α
Local (L)
Global (G)[Te] : element transformation matrix





















}]]{[}{ GeGeGe KF δ=








































































































































































































}]]{[}{ GeGeGe KF δ=










































































































































































































































































Transformation matrices are obtained from element orientations
A truss:




and axially loaded members.
el=1
el=2
el=3
